SPEAKER SERIES RECENT

Among past speakers have been ambassadors and diplomats from Iraq, Rwanda, China, and Slovenia, directors from the EU Bank, and NGOs providing international medical services.

The UNLV William S. Boyd School of Law presents: Foreign Policy and National Security
Featured Speaker: with Jane Harman
President and CEO, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

UFOs: Are They Real & What Challenges Do They Pose?
Featured Speaker: Panel Discussion

“Poland in the European Union: Current Issues and Prospects”
Featured Speaker: Anna Maria Anders, Senator & Minister in the Republic of Poland

Is Military Conflict in Prospect for the U.S. in East Asia?
Featured Speaker: Dr. Bruce Bennett

Re-inventing Arbitration, Drawing Lessons from International Trade Treaty Controversies
Featured Speaker: Professor Hensler

What is Photonics? And other Amazing Accomplishments of UNLV’s Internationally Renowned Engineering Programs
Featured Speaker: Dr. Rama Venket

How a Las Vegas Award Winning Architect Captured the Chinese Architectural Challenges
Featured Speaker: Robert Boyle

LAST MAN OUT: Jim "Mule" Parker: served five years on Southeast Asia battlefields.

CUBA - Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow; With a focus on Trade and Cultural Relationships
Raul Brito Salvador was born and raised in Cuba.

The Colonel
Featured Speaker: Steven Seroka, aka "The Colonel"